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Bernstein, Arnie. Swastika Nation: Fritz Kuhn and the Rise and Fall of the German-American Bund. Picador 
 USA, 2014. 
 
Imagine a United States where swastikas hang proudly in meeting rooms across the country. Cries of Sieg Heil! 
resound at rural family retreats. A dictator pontificates at Madison Square Garden to an overflowing crowd for a 
Nuremberg-style rally. 

This is not alternative historical fiction; this is the true story of the German-American Bund. In the late 1930s, the 
Bund, led by Fritz Kuhn, was a small but powerful national movement, determined to conquer the U.S. 
government with a fascist dictatorship. However, the Bundist dream of a swastika nation attracted powerful foes. 
Many larger-than-life figures―including New York Mayor Fiorello LaGuardia; the newly formed Congressional 
House Committee on Un-American Activities; newspaper columnist Walter Winchell; and Jewish mobsters 
Meyer Lansky and Mickey Cohen―brought Kuhn and the German-American Bund to an inglorious end. 

Arnie Bernstein's Swastika Nation is a story of bad guys, good guys, and a few guys in between. The rise and fall 
of Fritz Kuhn and his German-American Bund is a sometimes funny, sometimes harrowing, always compelling 
story from start to finish, a vibrant narrative of a forgotten corner of American history. 

Breitman, Richard, and Allan J Lichtman. FDR and the Jews. Cambridge: Belknap Press, 2013. 
 
Nearly seventy-five years after World War II, a contentious debate lingers over whether Franklin Delano 
Roosevelt turned his back on the Jews of Hitler's Europe. Defenders claim that FDR saved millions of potential 
victims by defeating Nazi Germany. Others revile him as morally indifferent and indict him for keeping America's 
gates closed to Jewish refugees and failing to bomb Auschwitz's gas chambers. 
 
In an extensive examination of this impassioned debate, Richard Breitman and Allan J. Lichtman find that the 
president was neither savior nor bystander. In FDR and the Jews, they draw upon many new primary sources to 
offer an intriguing portrait of a consummate politician-compassionate but also pragmatic-struggling with 
opposing priorities under perilous conditions. For most of his presidency Roosevelt indeed did little to aid the 
imperiled Jews of Europe. He put domestic policy priorities ahead of helping Jews and deferred to others' fears of 
an anti-Semitic backlash. Yet he also acted decisively at times to rescue Jews, often withstanding contrary 
pressures from his advisers and the American public. Even Jewish citizens who petitioned the president could not 
agree on how best to aid their co-religionists abroad. 
 
Though his actions may seem inadequate in retrospect, the authors bring to light a concerned leader whose efforts 
on behalf of Jews were far greater than those of any other world figure. His moral position was tempered by the 
political realities of depression and war, a conflict all too familiar to American politicians in the twenty-first 
century. 
 
Breitman, Richard. The Berlin Mission: The American Who Resisted Nazi Germany from Within. New York: 
 Public Affairs, 2019. 



 

In 1929, Raymond Geist went to Berlin as a consul, and he handled visas for emigrants to the US. Geist expedited 
the exit of Albert Einstein just before Hitler came to power. Once the Nazis began to oppress Jews and others, 
Geist's role became vitally important. It was Geist who extricated Sigmund Freud from Vienna and Geist who 
understood the scale and urgency of the humanitarian crisis. 
 
Even while hiding his homosexual relationship with a German, Geist fearlessly challenged the Nazi police state 
whenever it abused Americans in Germany or threatened US interests. He made greater use of a restrictive US 
immigration quota and secured visas for hundreds of unaccompanied children. All the while, he maintained a 
working relationship with high Nazi officials such as Himmler, Heydrich, and Göring. 
 
While US ambassadors and consuls general cycled in and out, the indispensable Geist remained in Berlin for a 
decade. An invaluable analyst and problem solver, he was the first American official to warn that what lay ahead 
for Germany's Jews was what later would become known as the Holocaust. 
 
Churchwell, Sarah. Behold, America: The Entangled History of “America First” and “the American Dream.” 
 New York: Basic Books, 2018.  

In Behold, America, Sarah Churchwell offers a surprising account of twentieth-century Americans' fierce battle 
for the nation's soul. It follows the stories of two phrases--the "American dream" and "America First"--that once 
embodied opposing visions for America. 

Starting as a Republican motto before becoming a hugely influential isolationist slogan during World War I, 
America First was always closely linked with authoritarianism and white supremacy. The American dream, 
meanwhile, initially represented a broad vision of democratic and economic equality. Churchwell traces these 
notions through the 1920s boom, the Depression, and the rise of fascism at home and abroad, laying bare the 
persistent appeal of demagoguery in America and showing us how it was resisted. At a time when many ask what 
America's future holds, Behold, America is a revelatory, unvarnished portrait of where we have been. 
 
Dobbs, Michael. The Unwanted: America, Auschwitz, and a Village Caught in Between. New York: Alfred A. 
 Knopf, 2019. 

In 1938, on the eve of World War II, the American journalist Dorothy Thompson wrote that "a piece of paper 
with a stamp on it" was "the difference between life and death." The Unwanted is the intimate account of a small 
village on the edge of the Black Forest whose Jewish families desperately pursued American visas to flee the 
Nazis. Battling formidable bureaucratic obstacles, some make it to the United States while others are unable to 
obtain the necessary documents. Some are murdered in Auschwitz, their applications for American visas still 
"pending." 

Drawing on previously unpublished letters, diaries, interviews, and visa records, Michael Dobbs provides an 
illuminating account of America's response to the refugee crisis of the 1930s and 1940s. He describes the 
deportation of German Jews to France in October 1940, along with their continuing quest for American visas. 
And he re-creates the heated debates among U.S. officials over whether or not to admit refugees amid growing 
concerns about "fifth columnists," at a time when the American public was deeply isolationist, xenophobic, and 
antisemitic. 



 

A Holocaust story that is both German and American, The Unwanted vividly captures the experiences of a small 
community struggling to survive amid tumultuous world events. 
 
Doherty, Thomas Patrick. Hollywood and Hitler, 1933-1939. New York: Columbia University Press, 2013. 

Between 1933 and 1939, representations of the Nazis and the full meaning of Nazism came slowly to Hollywood, 
growing more ominous and distinct only as the decade wore on. Recapturing what ordinary Americans saw on the 
screen during the emerging Nazi threat, Thomas Doherty reclaims forgotten films, such as Hitler's Reign of 
Terror (1934), a pioneering anti-Nazi docudrama by Cornelius Vanderbilt Jr.; I Was a Captive of Nazi Germany 
(1936), a sensational true tale of "a Hollywood girl in Naziland!"; and Professor Mamlock (1938), an anti-Nazi 
film made by German refugees living in the Soviet Union.  

Doherty also recounts how the disproportionately Jewish backgrounds of the executives of the studios and the 
workers on the payroll shaded reactions to what was never simply a business decision. As Europe hurtled toward 
war, a proxy battle waged in Hollywood over how to conduct business with the Nazis, how to cover Hitler and his 
victims in the newsreels, and whether to address or ignore Nazism in Hollywood feature films. Should Hollywood 
lie low, or stand tall and sound the alarm? 

Doherty's history features a cast of charismatic personalities: Carl Laemmle, the German Jewish founder of 
Universal Pictures, whose production of All Quiet on the Western Front (1930) enraged the nascent Nazi 
movement; Georg Gyssling, the Nazi consul in Los Angeles, who read the Hollywood trade press as avidly as any 
studio mogul; Vittorio Mussolini, son of the fascist dictator and aspiring motion picture impresario; Leni 
Riefenstahl, the Valkyrie goddess of the Third Reich who came to America to peddle distribution rights for 
Olympia (1938); screenwriters Donald Ogden Stewart and Dorothy Parker, founders of the Hollywood Anti-Nazi 
League; and Harry and Jack Warner of Warner Bros., who yoked anti-Nazism to patriotic Americanism and 
finally broke the embargo against anti-Nazi cinema with Confessions of a Nazi Spy (1939). 
 
Erbelding, Rebecca. Rescue Board: The Untold Story of America’s Efforts to Save the Jews of Europe. New 
 York: Doubleday, 2018. 

For more than a decade, a harsh Congressional immigration policy kept most Jewish refugees out of America, 
even as Hitler and the Nazis closed in. In 1944, the United States finally acted. That year, Franklin D. Roosevelt 
created the War Refugee Board, and put a young Treasury lawyer named John Pehle in charge.  

Over the next twenty months, Pehle pulled together a team of D.C. pencil pushers, international relief workers, 
smugglers, diplomats, millionaires, and rabble-rousers to run operations across four continents and a dozen 
countries. Together, they tricked the Nazis, forged identity papers, maneuvered food and medicine into 
concentration camps, recruited spies, leaked news stories, laundered money, negotiated ransoms, and funneled 
millions of dollars into Europe. They bought weapons for the French Resistance and sliced red tape to allow 
Jewish refugees to escape to Palestine. In this remarkable work of historical reclamation, Holocaust historian 
Rebecca Erbelding pieces together years of research and newly uncovered archival materials to tell the dramatic 
story of America’s little-known efforts to save the Jews of Europe. 

Hayes, Peter. Why?: Explaining the Holocaust. New York: W.W. Norton, 2018. 



 

Why? explores one of the most tragic events in human history by addressing eight of the most commonly asked 
questions about the Holocaust: Why the Jews? Why the Germans? Why murder? Why this swift and sweeping? 
Why didn’t more Jews fight back more often? Why did survival rates diverge? Why such limited help from 
outside? What legacies, what lessons? 

An internationally acclaimed scholar, Peter Hayes brings a wealth of research and experience to bear on 
conventional views of the Holocaust, dispelling many misconceptions and challenging some of the most 
prominent recent interpretations. 

Henderson, Bruce. Sons and Soldiers: The Jews Who Escaped the Nazis and Returned for Retribution. New 
 York: William Morrow, 2017. 

They were young Jewish boys who escaped from Nazi-occupied Europe and resettled in America. After the 
United States entered the war, they returned to fight for their adopted homeland and for the families they had left 
behind. Their stories tell the tale of one of the U.S. Army’s greatest secret weapons. 

Sons and Soldiers begins during the menacing rise of Hitler’s Nazi party, as Jewish families were trying 
desperately to get out of Europe. Bestselling author Bruce Henderson captures the heartbreaking stories of parents 
choosing to send their young sons away to uncertain futures in America, perhaps never to see them again. As 
these boys became young men, they were determined to join the fight in Europe. Henderson describes how they 
were recruited into the U.S. Army and how their unique mastery of the German language and psychology was put 
to use to interrogate German prisoners of war. 

These young men—known as the Ritchie Boys, after the Maryland camp where they trained—knew what the 
Nazis would do to them if they were captured. Yet they leapt at the opportunity to be sent in small, elite teams to 
join every major combat unit in Europe, where they collected key tactical intelligence on enemy strength, troop 
and armored movements, and defensive positions that saved American lives and helped win the war. A postwar 
army report found that nearly 60 percent of the credible intelligence gathered in Europe came from the Ritchie 
Boys. 

Sons and Soldiers draws on original interviews and extensive archival research to vividly recreate the stories of 
six of these men, tracing their journeys from childhood through their escapes from Europe, their feats and 
sacrifices during the war, and finally their desperate attempts to find their missing loved ones. Sons and Soldiers 
is an epic story of heroism, courage, and patriotism that will not soon be forgotten. 
 
Katznelson, Ira. Fear Itself: The New Deal and the Origins of Our Time. New York: Liveright, 2013 
 
A work that “deeply reconceptualizes the New Deal and raises countless provocative questions” (David 
Kennedy), Fear Itself changes the ground rules for our understanding of this pivotal era in American history. Ira 
Katznelson examines the New Deal through the lens of a pervasive, almost existential fear that gripped a world 
defined by the collapse of capitalism and the rise of competing dictatorships, as well as a fear created by the 
ruinous racial divisions in American society. Katznelson argues that American democracy was both saved and 
distorted by a Faustian collaboration that guarded racial segregation as it built a new national state to manage 
capitalism and assert global power. Fear Itself charts the creation of the modern American state and “how a belief 



 

in the common good gave way to a central government dominated by interest-group politics and obsessed with 
national security” (Louis Menand, The New Yorker). 
 
Larsen, Erik. In the Garden of Beasts: Love, Terror, and an American Family in Hitler’s Berlin. New York: 
 Crown, 2011. 

The time is 1933, the place, Berlin, when William E. Dodd becomes America’s first ambassador to Hitler’s Nazi 
Germany in a year that proved to be a turning point in history. 

A mild-mannered professor from Chicago, Dodd brings along his wife, son, and flamboyant daughter, Martha. At 
first Martha is entranced by the parties and pomp, and the handsome young men of the Third Reich with their 
infectious enthusiasm for restoring Germany to a position of world prominence. Enamored of the “New 
Germany,” she has one affair after another, including with the surprisingly honorable first chief of the Gestapo, 
Rudolf Diels.  

But as evidence of Jewish persecution mounts, confirmed by chilling first-person testimony, her father telegraphs 
his concerns to a largely indifferent State Department back home. Dodd watches with alarm as Jews are attacked, 
the press is censored, and drafts of frightening new laws begin to circulate. As that first year unfolds and the 
shadows deepen, the Dodds experience days full of excitement, intrigue, romance—and ultimately, horror, when a 
climactic spasm of violence and murder reveals Hitler’s true character and ruthless ambition. 

Suffused with the tense atmosphere of the period, and with unforgettable portraits of the bizarre Göring and the 
expectedly charming--yet wholly sinister--Goebbels, In the Garden of Beasts lends a stunning, eyewitness 
perspective on events as they unfold in real time, revealing an era of surprising nuance and complexity. The result 
is a dazzling, addictively readable work that speaks volumes about why the world did not recognize the grave 
threat posed by Hitler until Berlin, and Europe, were awash in blood and terror. 
 
Lipstadt, Deborah E. Beyond Belief: The American Press and the Coming of the Holocaust, 1933-1945. New 
 York: Free Press, 1986. 
 
In this book, Deborah Lipstadt argues that, from 1933 to 1945, the American press failed to treat the destruction 
of European Jews as urgent news. When newspaper did report on the horrors being perpetrated, they adopted a 
skeptical posture, burying small stories with ambiguous headlines on inside pages. Lipstadt documents how the 
demand for objectivity, the cynicism or gullibility of reporters, the incredulity of editors, and an atmosphere of 
isolationism helped to shape the news - and influenced policymakers who might have saved countless lives. 
 
Nagorski, Andrew. Hitlerland: American Eyewitnesses to the Nazis Rise to Power. New York: Simon & 
 Schuster, 2012. 
 
Hitler’s rise to power, Germany’s march to the abyss, as seen through the eyes of Americans—diplomats, military 
officers, journalists, expats, visiting authors, Olympic athletes—who watched horrified and up close. “Engaging if 
chilling…a broader look at Americans who had a ringside seat to Hitler’s rise” (USA TODAY), Hitlerland offers a 
gripping narrative full of surprising twists—and a startlingly fresh perspective on this heavily dissected era. 
 



 

Ogilvie, Sarah A, and Scott Miller. Refuge Denied: the St. Louis Passengers and the Holocaust. Madison, 
 Wis.: University of Wisconsin Press, 2006. 

In May of 1939 the Cuban government turned away the Hamburg-America Line’s MS St. Louis, which carried 
more than 900 hopeful Jewish refugees escaping Nazi Germany. The passengers subsequently sought safe haven 
in the United States, but were rejected once again, and the St. Louis had to embark on an uncertain return voyage 
to Europe. Finally, the St. Louis passengers found refuge in four western European countries, but only the 288 
passengers sent to England evaded the Nazi grip that closed upon continental Europe a year later. Over the years, 
the fateful voyage of the St. Louis has come to symbolize U.S. indifference to the plight of European Jewry on the 
eve of World War II.  

Although the episode of the St. Louis is well known, the actual fates of the passengers, once they disembarked, 
slipped into historical obscurity. Prompted by a former passenger’s curiosity, Sarah Ogilvie and Scott Miller of 
the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum set out in 1996 to discover what happened to each of the 937 
passengers. Their investigation, spanning nine years and half the globe, took them to unexpected places and 
produced surprising results. Refuge Denied chronicles the unraveling of the mystery, from Los Angeles to Havana 
and from New York to Jerusalem. Unfolding like a compelling detective thriller, Refuge Denied is a must-read for 
anyone interested in the Holocaust and its impact on the lives of ordinary people. 
 
Okrent, Daniel. The Guarded Gate: Bigotry, Eugenics, and the Law that Kept Two Generations of Jews, 
 Italians, and other European Immigrants Out of America. New York: Scribner, 2019. 

A forgotten, dark chapter of American history with implications for the current day, The Guarded Gate tells the 
story of the scientists who argued that certain nationalities were inherently inferior, providing the intellectual 
justification for the harshest immigration law in American history. Brandished by the upper class Bostonians and 
New Yorkers—many of them progressives—who led the anti-immigration movement, the eugenic arguments 
helped keep hundreds of thousands of Jews, Italians, and other unwanted groups out of the US for more than 40 
years. 

Over five years in the writing, The Guarded Gate tells the complete story from its beginning in 1895, when Henry 
Cabot Lodge and other Boston Brahmins launched their anti-immigrant campaign. In 1921, Vice President Calvin 
Coolidge declared that “biological laws” had proven the inferiority of southern and eastern Europeans; the 
restrictive law was enacted three years later. In his characteristic style, both lively and authoritative, Okrent brings 
to life the rich cast of characters from this time, including Lodge’s closest friend, Theodore Roosevelt; Charles 
Darwin’s first cousin, Francis Galton, the idiosyncratic polymath who gave life to eugenics; the fabulously 
wealthy and profoundly bigoted Madison Grant, founder of the Bronx Zoo, and his best friend, H. Fairfield 
Osborn, director of the American Museum of Natural History; Margaret Sanger, who saw eugenics as a sensible 
adjunct to her birth control campaign; and Maxwell Perkins, the celebrated editor of Hemingway and Fitzgerald. 
A work of history relevant for today, The Guarded Gate is an important, insightful tale that painstakingly 
connects the American eugenicists to the rise of Nazism, and shows how their beliefs found fertile soil in the 
minds of citizens and leaders both here and abroad. 
 
Olson, Lynne. Those Angry Days: Roosevelt, Lindbergh, and America’s Fight over World War II, 1939-1941. 
 New York: Random House, 2013. 



 

From the acclaimed author of Citizens of London comes the definitive account of the debate over American 
intervention in World War II—a bitter, sometimes violent clash of personalities and ideas that divided the nation 
and ultimately determined the fate of the free world.  

At the center of this controversy stood the two most famous men in America: President Franklin D. Roosevelt, 
who championed the interventionist cause, and aviator Charles Lindbergh, who as unofficial leader and 
spokesman for America’s isolationists emerged as the president’s most formidable adversary. Their contest of 
wills personified the divisions within the country at large, and Lynne Olson makes masterly use of their dramatic 
personal stories to create a poignant and riveting narrative. While FDR, buffeted by political pressures on all 
sides, struggled to marshal public support for aid to Winston Churchill’s Britain, Lindbergh saw his heroic 
reputation besmirched—and his marriage thrown into turmoil—by allegations that he was a Nazi sympathizer. 

Spanning the years 1939 to 1941, Those Angry Days vividly re-creates the rancorous internal squabbles that 
gripped the United States in the period leading up to Pearl Harbor. After Germany vanquished most of Europe, 
America found itself torn between its traditional isolationism and the urgent need to come to the aid of Britain, the 
only country still battling Hitler. The conflict over intervention was, as FDR noted, “a dirty fight,” rife with 
chicanery and intrigue, and Those Angry Days recounts every bruising detail. In Washington, a group of high-
ranking military officers, including the Air Force chief of staff, worked to sabotage FDR’s pro-British policies. 
Roosevelt, meanwhile, authorized FBI wiretaps of Lindbergh and other opponents of intervention. At the same 
time, a covert British operation, approved by the president, spied on antiwar groups, dug up dirt on congressional 
isolationists, and planted propaganda in U.S. newspapers. 

The stakes could not have been higher. The combatants were larger than life. With the immediacy of a great 
novel, Those Angry Days brilliantly recalls a time fraught with danger when the future of democracy and 
America’s role in the world hung in the balance. 
 
Pressman, Steven. 50 Children: One Ordinary American Couple’s Extraordinary Rescue Mission Into the 
 Heart of Nazi Germany. New York: Harper, 2014. 

Based on the acclaimed HBO documentary, the astonishing true story of how one American couple transported 
fifty Jewish children from Nazi-occupied Austria to America in  1939—the single largest group of 
unaccompanied refugee children allowed into the United States—for readers of In the Garden of Beasts and A 
Train in Winter. 

In early 1939, America's rigid immigration laws made it virtually impossible for European Jews to seek safe 
haven in the United States. As deep-seated anti-Semitism and isolationism gripped much of the country, neither 
President Roosevelt nor Congress rallied to their aid. 

Yet one brave Jewish couple from Philadelphia refused to silently stand by. Risking their own safety, Gilbert 
Kraus, a successful lawyer, and his stylish wife, Eleanor, traveled to Nazi-controlled Vienna and Berlin to save 
fifty Jewish children. Steven Pressman brought the Kraus's rescue mission to life in his acclaimed HBO 
documentary, 50 Children. In this book, he expands upon the story related in the hour-long film, offering 
additional historical detail and context to offer a rich, full portrait of this ordinary couple and their extraordinary 
actions. 



 

Drawing from Eleanor Kraus's unpublished memoir, rare historical documents, and interviews with more than a 
dozen of the surviving children, and illustrated with period photographs, archival materials, and memorabilia, 50 
Children is a remarkable tale of personal courage and triumphant heroism that offers a fresh, unique insight into a 
critical period of history. 
 
Reeves, Richard. Infamy: The Shocking Story of the Japanese American Internment in World War II. New 
 York: Henry Holt and Co., 2015. 

After Japan bombed Pearl Harbor, President Roosevelt signed an executive order that forced more than 120,000 
Japanese Americans into primitive camps for the rest of the war. Their only crime: looking like the enemy. 

In Infamy, acclaimed historian Richard Reeves delivers a sweeping narrative of this atrocity. Men we usually 
consider heroes―FDR, Earl Warren, Edward R. Murrow―were in this case villains. We also learn of internees 
who joined the military to fight for the country that had imprisoned their families, even as others fought for their 
rights all the way to the Supreme Court. The heart of the book, however, tells the poignant stories of those who 
endured years in “war relocation camps,” many of whom suffered this injustice with remarkable grace. 

Racism and war hysteria led to one of the darkest episodes in American history. But by recovering the past, 
Infamy has given voice to those who ultimately helped the nation better understand the true meaning of 
patriotism. 
 
Ross, Steven J. Hitler in Los Angeles: How Jews Foiled Nazi Plots Against Hollywood and America. New 
 York: Bloomsbury, 2017. 

No American city was more important to the Nazis than Los Angeles, home to Hollywood, the greatest 
propaganda machine in the world. The Nazis plotted to kill the city's Jews and to sabotage the nation's military 
installations: plans existed for hanging twenty prominent Hollywood figures such as Al Jolson, Charlie Chaplin, 
and Samuel Goldwyn; for driving through Boyle Heights and machine-gunning as many Jews as possible; and for 
blowing up defense installations and seizing munitions from National Guard armories along the Pacific Coast. 

U.S. law enforcement agencies were not paying close attention--preferring to monitor Reds rather than Nazis--and 
only Leon Lewis and his daring ring of spies stood in the way. From 1933 until the end of World War II, attorney 
Leon Lewis, the man Nazis would come to call "the most dangerous Jew in Los Angeles," ran a spy operation 
comprised of military veterans and their wives who infiltrated every Nazi and fascist group in Los Angeles. Often 
rising to leadership positions, this daring ring of spies uncovered and foiled the Nazi's disturbing plans for death 
and destruction. 

Featuring a large cast of Nazis, undercover agents, and colorful supporting players, Hitler in Los Angeles, by 
acclaimed historian Steven J. Ross, tells the story of Lewis's daring spy network in a time when hate groups had 
moved from the margins to the mainstream. 
 
Trachtenberg, Barry. The United States and the Nazi Holocaust: Race, Refuge, and Remembrance. New 
 York: Bloomsbury Academic, 2018. 



 

The United States and the Nazi Holocaust is an invaluable synthesis of United States policies and attitudes 
towards the Nazi persecution of European Jewry from 1933 right up to the modern day. The book, which includes 
20 illustrations, weaves together a vast body of scholarly literature to bring students of the Holocaust a balanced, 
readable overview of this complex and often controversial topic. It demonstrates that the United States' response 
to the rise of Nazism, the refugee crisis it provoked, the Holocaust itself, and its aftermath were-and remain to this 
day-intricately linked to the ever-shifting racial, economic, and social status of American Jewry.  

Using a broad chronological framework, Barry Trachtenberg navigates us through the major themes and events of 
this period. He discusses the complicated history of the Roosevelt administration's response to the worsening 
situation of European Jewry in the context of the ambiguous racial status of Jews in Depression and World War 
II-era America. He examines the post-war decades in America, and discusses, over a series of chapters, how the 
Holocaust, like American Jewry itself, came to move from the margins to the very center of American awareness. 
The United States and the Nazi Holocaust considers the reception of Holocaust survivors, post-war trials, film, 
memoirs, memorials, and the growing field of Holocaust Studies. The reactions of the United States government, 
the general public, and the Jewish communities of America are all accounted for in this integrated, detailed 
survey. 

Whitman, James Q. Hitler’s American Model: The United States and the Making of Nazi Race Law. 
 Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2017. 

Nazism triumphed in Germany during the high era of Jim Crow laws in the United States. Did the American 
regime of racial oppression in any way inspire the Nazis? The unsettling answer is yes. In Hitler's American 
Model, James Whitman presents a detailed investigation of the American impact on the notorious Nuremberg 
Laws, the centerpiece anti-Jewish legislation of the Nazi regime. Contrary to those who have insisted that there 
was no meaningful connection between American and German racial repression, Whitman demonstrates that the 
Nazis took a real, sustained, significant, and revealing interest in American race policies. 

As Whitman shows, the Nuremberg Laws were crafted in an atmosphere of considerable attention to the 
precedents American race laws had to offer. German praise for American practices, already found in Hitler's Mein 
Kampf, was continuous throughout the early 1930s, and the most radical Nazi lawyers were eager advocates of the 
use of American models. But while Jim Crow segregation was one aspect of American law that appealed to Nazi 
radicals, it was not the most consequential one. Rather, both American citizenship and antimiscegenation laws 
proved directly relevant to the two principal Nuremberg Laws―the Citizenship Law and the Blood Law. 
Whitman looks at the ultimate, ugly irony that when Nazis rejected American practices, it was sometimes not 
because they found them too enlightened, but too harsh. 

Indelibly linking American race laws to the shaping of Nazi policies in Germany, Hitler's American Model 
upends understandings of America's influence on racist practices in the wider world. 
 
 


